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EASY

Practical Outdoor Roofing Solution

Introducing the Easy Roof - a sleek, aluminum 
roofing system designed to revolutionize your 
outdoor living experience. 

Key features

Rapid installation process

Enabling  complete  setup 
max 2 hours

No expert or installer help needed!

Easy Roof: Instantly Uplift Your Home’s 
Outdoor Ambiance

In addition to its swift setup, the Easy Roof 
brings a notable improvement in both utility 
and design to outdoor settings. It is crafted to 
address the dynamic needs of modern outdoor 
living, offering a combination of durability, ease 
of use, and visual elegance. This makes it an 
excellent choice for those looking to enhance 
the livability and appeal of their outdoor areas.

Transform Your 
Space Before 
Sunset
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The Easy Roof system is adaptable to various 
outdoor settings of a home, offering functional 
and aesthetic improvements:

Functional Carport

Easy Roof offers robust protection for vehicles, 
blending seamlessly with your home’s exterior 
design. It enhances the functionality of your 
driveway while improving its visual appeal

Chic Entrance Canopy

Make the entrance of your home more than just 
a doorway. With Easy Roof, it becomes an 
elegant canopy, welcoming guests and setting 
the tone for your home’s aesthetic.

Terrace/Patio Upgrade

Imagine turning your terrace into an oasis. Easy 
Roof makes this possible, providing a stylish 
shelter for any outdoor activity, be it a quiet 
morning or a lively evening.

Unfold, Install, 
Enjoy It’s That 
Swift
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MAXIMUM DIMENSIONS Width: 13' Projection: 11'-6'' Front Clear Height: 7'-3''

RAFTER DISTANCE 2'-7 1/2'' for optimal support and design.

PANEL OPTIONS
Glass: 
11/32” or 27/64” LSG

Multiwalled PolyCarbon:
5/8'' and 5/4''

SNOW LOAD RESISTANCE 0.5 kN/m2.

DURABILITY L/200



(800) 215 0 216

Discover how Easy Roof can 
redefine your outdoor

space with exceptional quality at 
an unbeatable price.

Contact us today!
pergolaroom.com




